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Surround yourself in the opulence

of best-in-class comforts. With

three living areas and ample

storage space, the G450 offers

the most comfortable, productive

and comprehensively equipped

cabin in its class.

Image captures the mid-cabin view of the Universal Aft Galley interior with seating for 14, berthing for six.





Consider It Done

What if you had a fax machine, printer,

wireless local area network (LAN) and

satellite communications (SATCOM) at your

fingertips wherever you travel?

At Gulfstream, we have anticipated your

every need by providing all of these

standard features – and then some.

This ensures that when you travel, your

business goes with you.

Gulfstream’s Broad Band Multi Link (BBML),

optional on the G450, provides significantly

faster internet connections than single,

dual or quad channel systems. BBML

enhances your connection speeds by up

to 3.5 megabits per second while lowering

your operating costs per minute, utilizes

ARINC SkyLink services and supports

KU-band and L-band connections. This

communications advance currently

encompasses the United States and

Europe with coverage that continues

to expand.



Whatever Your Needs
the G450 Answers Them

Within our intelligently arranged floor

plans, you’ll enjoy the G450’s full

entertainment system. This includes

Airshow, two dual DVD players, a multi-disc

CD player and two LCD monitors. Whether

utilizing your G450 as a fully functioning

office or restful retreat, you’re certain to

enjoy every moment.

In addition, the G450 also features a

large, full-size forward or aft galley

designed for hot meal service, with

fitted storage areas for china and cutlery,

a water sterilization system and dual

coffee makers. There are two lavatories:

One which features two floor-to-ceiling

closets and a mirrored vanity with storage

and a second for passengers or the

flight crew.





With the expertise of Gulfstream’s

interior designers, engineers and skilled

craftsmen, you can create a one-of-a-kind

cabin environment that is conducive to every

preference and mission requirement. Simply

choose from our Select or Tailored interior

configurations, and Gulfstream will craft

your perfect cabin, replete with exceptional

comfort distinguished by the meticulous

attention to detail that has built our

strong reputation for superior quality

and craftsmanship.

The Perfect Fit, the Ideal



Uniquely You, Uniquely Gulfstream

The combination of 100 percent fresh air,

a low cabin altitude of 6,000 feet and

an abundance of natural light from

Gulfstream’s signature oval windows all

help to dramatically decrease the effects of

jet lag typically associated with air travel.

To further enhance your every flight,

advanced soundproofing provides a quiet

cabin to ensure you experience minimum

interference for maximum comfort.

All while climbing to 41,000 feet in

approximately 20 minutes, well above

traffic and adverse weather.

Extraordinary? Yes.

It is a Gulfstream after all.



Forward Galley Configuration
Standard Features

Forward Entryway Area
�Entryway acoustical door
�Cockpit privacy door
�Crew lavatory with vacuum toilet
�Manual storage cabinet

Cabin Comfort
� Interior Periphery:
Headliner
Electric window shades
Decorative continuous window overlays
Decorative continuous sidewalls

�Passenger service units:
LED reading and table lights
Swivel air outlets
Audio system speakers
General cabin lighting
Passenger oxygen

�Magazine racks

Seating
�B/E Aerospace Model 900 berthable single seats
with pullout footrests

�B/E Aerospace Model 900 four-place conference grouping
�Four-place berthable divans

Tables
�25" x 23" work table between each set of single seats
�43" x 31" conference table at four-place grouping

Credenza
Located across from conference grouping
or aft left-hand divan incorporating the cabin
entertainment equipment, facsimile machine
and miscellaneous storage

Galley
�Complete hot / cold meal and beverage service
�High-temperature oven
�Microwave oven
�Dual coffee makers
�One large ice drawer
�Gasper-cooled food storage unit

�Solid surface countertop
� Large sink with hot and cold water faucet
�Gulfstream-supplied china and cutlery, including fitted storage
�Gulfstream-supplied crystal displayed in lighted compartments
�Storage for snacks, beverages, food and other supplies
� Large waste receptacle
�Customs sealed wine and liquor storage
�Water sterilization system

Aft Lavatory
� Two floor-to-ceiling closets with adjustable shelves for
garment / miscellaneous storage

�Vanity with sink incorporating hot and cold water faucet
�Solid surface countertop
�Vacuum toilet
�Storage for toiletries, etc.
�Waste receptacle

Cabin Electronics
�Rockwell Collins “A" series controls throughout interior
�Master control for lighting, entertainment systems and cabin
temperature at two VIP seat locations, as well as in the galley

�Audio / Visual equipment:
Compact multi-disc CD player
Two dual DVD players
20" LCD monitor in forward cabin bulkhead
17" LCD monitor in aft cabin bulkhead

�Cabin audio system with individual headphone controls
at each passenger seat

�Airshow 4000 passenger flight information system with
worldwide maps

� Telephone handsets at three locations in the cabin, which
will function with either the Iridium or the INMARSAT
satellite communications systems

�Plain paper facsimile machine
�Electric utility outlet at each seat grouping
� Two color touchscreen remote controls
�Passenger address system
� Local Area Network (LAN)

Avionics
�PlaneView® Cockpit
Honeywell Primus™ Epic Suite
Gulfstream Enhanced Vision System™
Honeywell Head-Up Display / Visual Guidance System
ACARS System with satellite communications link
and cockpit printer

�Aircell Iridium Communications system
� Three VHF navigation systems
� Three VHF communications systems
�Honeywell MCS-7000 Satellite Communications
(SATCOM) system

�Emergency Locator Transmitter (triple frequency)
�Dual 24-Channel Global Positioning System
� TCAS 2000 collision avoidance system
�Enhanced GPWS with windshear detection
�SecuraPlane 500 Security system

Exterior Paint
�Single base color with up to five stripes

Miscellaneous
�Common keyed locks
� Life vests and rafts
� Lockable fuel caps
�Precise Flight Pulselite system
�Wing tip taxi lights
�Maintenance storage box
� Tow bar and storage
�30 gallon pressurized water system
�Passenger emergency oxygen system

Note: Choose from a selection of premium quality leathers,
upholstery fabrics, wood veneers, metal plating and 100%
wool carpeting.

Decorative inlays and exotic covering materials available at
additional cost.

Optional Features
The items listed below are available as options (at additional cost):

7" LCD monitors mounted in the sidewall at the single seats
SecuraPlane Camera System (three cameras)
Honeywell LSZ-860 Lightning Sensor System
Honeywell DBS Satellite Television System
Mid-cabin bulkhead or privacy curtain
Broad Band Multi Link (BBML) High Speed Data System
Two-tone exterior paint
Teflon coating over exterior paint
Part 135 Compliance
Export Certificate of Airworthiness
Baggage fold-down shelf
Espresso maker



Galley

Galley

Executive Forward Galley

Universal Forward Galley

Hallmark Forward Galley

Galley

Choose from SixSelect Interior Configurations
Accommodates up to 12
passengers with berthing
for five.

Uniquely designed to feature:
�Galley located next to
the cockpit

� Two, four-place club groupings
in the forward and mid cabin

� Four-place divan and
credenza in the aft cabin

Carries up to 14 passengers with
berthing for six.

This flexible cabin features:
� Forward, four-place club
grouping

�Center, four-place conference
grouping and credenza

� Four-place divan and opposing
two-place club seating in the
aft cabin

Accommodates up to 16 passengers
with berthing for six.

Featuring:
� Forward, four-place club grouping
� Center, four-place conference
grouping and credenza

� Two, side-facing, four-place
divans in the aft cabin convert
to the aft stateroom
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Aft Galley Configurations
Standard Features

Forward Entryway Area
�Entryway acoustical door
�Cockpit privacy door
�Crew refreshment compartment
�Crew lavatory with vacuum toilet
�Crew closet

Cabin Comfort
� Interior Periphery:
Headliner
Electric window shades
Decorative continuous window overlays
Decorative continuous sidewalls

�Passenger service units:
LED reading and table lights
Swivel air outlets
Audio system speakers
General cabin lighting
Passenger oxygen

�Magazine racks

Seating
�B/E Aerospace Model 900 berthable single seats
with pullout footrests

�B/E Aerospace Model 900 four-place conference grouping
�Four-place berthable divans

Tables
�25" x 23" work table between each set of single seats
�43" x 31" conference table at four-place grouping

Credenza
Located across from conference grouping
or aft left-hand divan incorporating the cabin
entertainment equipment, facsimile machine
and miscellaneous storage

Galley
�Complete hot / cold meal and beverage service
�High-temperature oven
�Microwave oven
�Dual coffee makers, side-by-side
� Two large ice drawers
�Gasper-cooled food storage unit

�Solid surface countertop
� Large sink with hot and cold water faucet
�Gulfstream-supplied china and cutlery, including fitted storage
�Gulfstream-supplied crystal displayed in lighted compartments
�Storage for snacks, beverages, food and other supplies
� Large waste receptacle
�Customs sealed wine and liquor storage
�Water sterilization system

Aft Lavatory
� Two floor-to-ceiling closets (both with adjustable shelves)
for garment / miscellaneous storage

�Vanity with sink incorporating hot and cold water faucet
�Solid surface countertop
�Vacuum toilet
�Storage for toiletries, etc.
�Waste receptacle

Cabin Electronics
�Rockwell Collins “A" series controls throughout interior
�Master control for lighting, entertainment systems and cabin
temperature at two VIP seat locations, as well as in the galley

�Audio / Visual equipment:
Compact multi-disc CD player
Two Dual DVD players
20" LCD monitor in forward cabin bulkhead
17" LCD monitor in sidewall above the credenza

�Cabin audio system with individual headphone controls
at each passenger seat

�Airshow 4000 passenger flight information system with
worldwide maps

� Telephone handsets at four locations in the cabin and
galley, which will function with either the Iridium
or the INMARSAT satellite communications systems

�Plain paper facsimile machine
�Electric utility outlet at each seat grouping
� Two color touchscreen remote controls
�Passenger address system
� Local Area Network (LAN)

Avionics
�PlaneView Cockpit
Honeywell Primus™ Epic Suite
Gulfstream Enhanced Vision System™
Honeywell Head-Up Display / Visual Guidance System
ACARS System with satellite communications link
and cockpit printer

Optional Features
The items listed below are available as options (at additional cost):

7 " LCD monitors mounted in the sidewall at the single seats
SecuraPlane Camera System (three cameras)
Honeywell LSZ-860 Lightning Sensor System
Honeywell DBS Satellite Television System
Mid-cabin bulkhead or privacy curtain
Broad Band Multi Link (BBML) High Speed Data System
Two-tone exterior paint
Teflon coating over exterior paint
Part 135 Compliance
Export Certificate of Airworthiness
Baggage fold-down shelf
Espresso maker

�Aircell Iridium Communication system
� Three VHF navigation systems
� Three VHF communications systems
�Honeywell MCS-7000 Satellite Communications
(SATCOM) system

�Emergency locator transmitter (triple frequency)
�Dual 24-Channel Global Positioning System
� TCAS 2000 collision avoidance system
�Enhanced GPWS with windshear detection
�SecuraPlane 500 Security system

Exterior Paint
�Single base color with up to five stripes

Miscellaneous
�Common keyed locks
� Life vests and rafts
� Lockable fuel caps
�Precise Flight Pulselite system
�Wing tip taxi lights
�Maintenance storage box
� Tow bar and storage
�30 gallon pressurized water system
�Passenger emergency oxygen system

Note: Choose from a selection of premium quality leathers,
upholstery fabrics, wood veneers, metal plating and 100%
wool carpeting.

Decorative inlays and exotic covering materials available at
additional cost.



Galley

Universal Aft Galley

Hallmark Aft Galley

Galley

Galley

Executive Aft Galley

Uniquely designed to
accommodate up to
12 passengers with
berthing for five.

Special features include:
� Two, four-place club groupings
in the forward and mid cabin

� Four-place divan and
credenza located next to
the galley

Designed to accommodate up
to 14 passengers with berthing
for six.

Special features include:
� Forward, four-place
club grouping

�Center, four-place divan
and opposing two-place
club seating

�Aft, four-place conference
grouping and credenza

Arranged to accomodate up to
16 passengers with berthing
for six.

Special features include:
� Forward, four-place club
grouping

� Two, side-facing, four-place
divans in the mid cabin

�Aft, four-place conference
grouping and credenza
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At Gulfstream our products reach far

beyond the expected to the truly

unimaginable. We believe our visionary

philosophy is what has made us the

industry leader. As we continue to redefine

The World Standard® year after year, your

in-flight experience is enhanced as well.

Simply put, that’s innovation at its best.







We invite you to continue your journey
of the G450 by reviewing the reverse

of this brochure where we delve into

the technology that powers this

remarkable aircraft.

You’ll marvel at the PlaneView

cockpit and Enhanced Vision System.

Revel in its improved range and fuel

efficiency. And know, without a doubt,

that the G450 is a technological

masterpiece that was created to

the highest of standards.

This is excellence redefined.

This is the technology of the G450.



© Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation





The G450 is the best large-cabin,

long-range, high-performing business jet in

its category, sharing many of the advanced

technologies with our flagship, the

ultra-long-range G550® including the

state-of-the-art PlaneView cockpit as well

as the exclusive Gulfstream Enhanced

Vision System.

With its clean lines and precise angles

that both intrigue and astound, the G450

is certainly impressive to behold. Combine

its extraordinary performance capabilities,

reliable systems, revolutionary safety

technology and award-winning product

support and it’s easy to recognize that

the G450 is, in no uncertain terms,

designed for excellence.



Now, the very best technology meets the
very best aircraft.

PlaneView is simply the most advanced
flight deck in existence. From its display
technology, to its avionics architecture,
processing power and Interactive
Navigation (INAV) management system,
PlaneView immensely improves
situational awareness, safety and overall
performance with every flight. But not
just for today’s aviation needs –
PlaneView was designed with an eye
on the future and incorporates the
finest technology available. The open
architecture of the G450 cockpit
provides the capability to easily
integrate the very latest in avionics
functions – even those that are not
yet envisioned.

The PlaneView Advantage

Photo shown with optional SV-PVD.



Gulfstream’s Enhanced Vision System (EVS) – Standard On The G450
Gulfstream pilots testify to a quantum leap in situational awareness and
are decisively confident in the system. Even with challenging approaches
at night, EVS provides the explicit situational information needed for safe
taxiing, flying and landing decisions.

�Granted commonality of pilot type ratings by U.S. and international certification
authorities for the GV ®, G350®, G450, G500®and G550

�Optional Synthetic Vision – Primary Flight Display (SV-PFD) a revolutionary technology
that dramatically improves a pilot’s situational awareness in regards to terrain,
runway environment and major obstacles

EVS provides a distinct advantage
in conditions that may hamper
other business jets. Gulfstream was
the first to bring this revolutionary
safety enhancement to the
business jet market and the first
to introduce the next generation
EVSII and HUDII. It’s good to be
the first – and the best. Once again,
Gulfstream has proven that.

As part of the PlaneView
technology, your G450 cockpit
includes the Cursor Control Device
(CCD) and the interactive interface
for the PlaneView system. The
CCD controls graphical flight
planning, graphical radio tuning,
display selection, cursor
positioning, range control, CAS
and menu scrolling, as well
as target selection.



Gulfstream Aircraft.
Rolls-Royce Engines.
Simply Remarkable.

Why choose upgraded

Tay 611-8C Rolls-Royce

engines? To ensure an

exceptional performance

each and every time you

fly. Rolls-Royce offers

industry-leading reliability

and maintainability

allowing you an

impressive 12,000

hours of flight time

between engine

overhauls. The

Tay’s FADEC allows

the G450’s twin

power-plants to operate

at peak efficiency for

improved fuel economy

while a larger fan and

turbine enhancements

provide excellent takeoff

performance from demanding,

short runways as well as improved

performance from high-altitude airports.

*NBAA IFR theoretical range. Actual range will be affected by ATC routing, operating speed, weather, outfitting options and other factors.

Superior Performance That Goes the Distance

More Range – Better Fuel Efficiency
Carrying eight passengers – traveling nonstop – all at high-cruise speeds, the G450
proves its intercontinental capabilities with ease. Specifically, the G450 can fly 4,350 nm
at Mach 0.80*.



Remarkable Takeoff – Record-Setting Speeds
Takeoff from a high-altitude airport certainly comes with its own challenges. In just seven hours and
seven minutes, the G450 was able to takeoff from the demanding altitude of Denver’s Centennial Airport
and fly 2944 nm (at an average speed of Mach 0.84) to Honolulu Airport on the island of Oahu, and still
land with 4,900 pounds of fuel remaining – setting a new city-pair speed record.

Multi-Hop Advantage
With the ability to carry more fuel from the home base, the G450 reduces the need to
purchase more expensive fuel while traveling. In addition, not having to refuel reduces
turnaround times at interim stops on multi-hop missions.

The G450 can fly 3,110 nm
without refueling after landing
at maximum landing weight,
enabling trips like London to
Istanbul and continuing on
to Delhi without refueling.*

* Maximum takeoff and landing weight observed. Mach 0.80, eight passengers, NBAA IFR fuel reserves.
Actual range will be affected by ATC routing, operating speed, weather, outfitting options and other factors.



How do you define value? At Gulfstream,
we believe the design of outstanding
aircraft, with proven reliability, backed by
top-rated product support gives “value” a
whole new meaning – and year after year,
our customers agree.

As a Gulfstream owner or operator,
you can depend on award-winning,
world-class customer service and support.
We stand behind your flight operations
24-hours a day, seven-days a week,
52-weeks a year. Together, Gulfstream
and General Dynamics Aviation Services
own and operate 12 service centers

and provide an extensive network of
authorized warranty and parts distribution
centers around the world. Our Airborne
Product Support dedicated aircraft ensures
the timely delivery of needed parts or
service technicians – wherever you are –
whenever you need them.

Year after year we receive the highest
satisfaction rates on industry surveys,
win numerous industry awards and
set impressive world records. But the
recognition by our customers has
and will always remain – by far – our
highest achievement.

Airborne Product Support
“We were the first business
jet manufacturer to offer
this value-added customer
service,” said Larry Flynn,
president, Product
Support, Gulfstream.

#1 Rated Product Support Network

� In mid 2007, the G450 fleet earned a 99.78 percent dispatch reliability.

� The G450 maintains some of the lowest operating costs in the industry and features

the most extensive and comprehensive warranty of any aircraft in its class.

� The MSG-3 based maintenance program with 500 hours between major inspections

reduces scheduled operating costs and improves aircraft availability.

The Gulfstream G450 delivers one of the highest dispatch reliability rates in the
industry. All achieved through excellent engineering and the unwavering dedication
of Gulfstream’s Reliability, Quality, Availability Action Team (RQAAT) who
continuously review and improve the components of every Gulfstream model.



In two independent business jet operator surveys on product support, recently conducted by
Aviation International News and Professional Pilot, Gulfstream was judged Number One.



Though there is much to say about the

G450, in the end, it all comes down to

this: The G450 is the best large-cabin,

long-range, high-performance business

jet in its category.

As an owner, we pledge to you our full

support of every aspect of your aviation

operation, vowing to continually seek

ways to improve our services, refine

existing solutions and introduce new

programs that are in keeping with the

ever-evolving marketplace.

Providing unparalleled transportation is

what we at Gulfstream do every day, but

our strong ongoing relationships with our

customers have made us who we are.

We would be honored to count you

as a Gulfstream owner.



PERFORMANCE
*Maximum Range 4,350 nm / 8,061 km
(Mach 0.80, 8 passengers, 3 crew and NBAA IFR reserves)

Normal Cruise Speed Mach 0.80 / 459 ktas / 850 km/h
High Speed Cruise Mach 0.85 / 488 ktas / 904 km/h
Mmo (Maximum Operating Mach Number) Mach 0.88
Takeoff Distance (SL, ISA, MTOW) 5,450 ft / 1,661 m
Landing Distance (SL, ISA, MLW) 3,260 ft / 994 m
Initial Cruise Altitude 41,000 ft / 12,497 m
Maximum Cruise Altitude 45,000 ft / 13,716 m

WEIGHTS
Maximum Takeoff Weight 73,900 lb / 33,521 kg
Maximum Landing Weight 66,000 lb / 29,937 kg
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight 49,000 lb / 22,226 kg

**Basic Operating Weight 43,000 lb / 19,504 kg
(including 3 crew)

**Maximum Payload 6,000 lb / 2,722 kg
** Payload with Maximum Fuel 1,800 lb / 816 kg

Maximum Fuel Weight 29,500 lb / 13,381 kg

DESIGN STANDARDS
Avionics Gulfstream PlaneView®

Engines (2) Rolls Royce Tay Mk 611-8C
Rated Takeoff Thrust (each) 13,850 lb / 61.6 kN
Passengers: Maximum 19

Typical Outfitting 12 – 16

INTERIOR
Cabin Length 45 ft 1 in / 13.74 m
Cabin Height 6 ft 2 in / 1.88 m
Cabin Width 7 ft 4 in / 2.24 m
Cabin Volume 1,525 cu ft / 43.2 cu m
Baggage Compartment Volume 169 cu ft / 4.8 cu m

COMFORT
12 Gulfstream Signature Oval Windows
Forward or Aft Galley
Forward and Aft Lavatory
Select or Tailored Floorplans

* NBAA IFR theoretical range. Actual range will be affected by ATC routing, operating speed, weather, outfitting options and other factors.
** Stated weights are based on theoretical standard outfitting configurations. Actual weights will be affected by outfitting options and other factors.



Let Your Exceptional Ownership Experience Begin
Visit our website at www.gulfstream.com/g450.


